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PURP OSE: The purpose of this paper is to build orig inal 
supp lementary materials of high interest for the slow 
reader in the lower intermediate grades . The materials 
pertain specifically to the American Revolution with em-
phasis upon the New En gland area . 
DEFINITION OF TERMS: 
SUPPLF.HENTARY MATER IALS: These are simplified 
learning materials apart from the classroom text . "The y 
are especially prepared materials, called high interest, low 
vo cabulary materials ••• The materials are so name d be -
cause the content is adjusted to the children's highe r 
level s of interest indicated by their chronolog ical a ges, 
but the vocabu lary and sentence structure are restricted to 
their lower re ad ing levels."l 
SLO\IJ READER : The child whose "reading a ge lag s be -
hind his chronolog ical agett2 and is therefore handicapped 
in the l earning p roce ss. 
lwilliam H. Burton, Read ing in Chi ld Development , 
Bobbs-Merrill Co . Inc., New York , 1959, p. 235. 
2Ibid. 
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DESCRIPTION OP MATERIALS: Our orig inal stories are based 
upon information derived from adult orientated sources . 
These materials can be used b y the teacher in various way s 
depending upon the needs of the particular children in her 
classroom. 
RESEARCH: A review of related research indicated that there 
is definitely a re cognized need for teacher rewritten mater-
ials in the social studies area. "The ability to read is 
closely r e lated to success in social studies."l 
Michaelis states that teacher-prepared materials 
»provide easy-to-read rewritten material for t hose children 
who have not developed levels of reading ability • n2 
Most teachers today sense a need for differentiated mater-
ials, but the y have failed to provide for them in the con-
tent areas. 
Adjustments are usually made for the child in a 
developmental reading program , but na sing le textbook in the 
hands of every pupil is the rule rather than the exception 
in the social studies. This practice is often an indication 
that differences which are known to exist in the reading 
abilities of children are being ignored. 113 
lEdgar Bruce Wesley, Teaching Social Studies in 
Elementary Schools, Bos ton , D.C. Heath and Co., 1952, p . 273 
2John Michaelis, Social Studie s for Children in a 
Democracy, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963, p . 320. 
3John Jarolimek, Social Studies in Elementary 
Education, New York, Macmillan Co ., 1963, p . 135. 
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"Should a sing le textbook be used in •.• a class? 
No ••• differentiated p lanning is nece s sary so that e ach 
child can learn as much as possible ."1 Chambers adds, "Un-
fortunatel y , m~y teachers who would never dream of asking 
a ll their pupils to read from the same page of the same 
reader at the same time give them all the same social studie 
text and expect them to study it in accordance to a pre -
determined schedule."2 
Helen Me Cracken indicated that, "Most textbooks in 
social studies make heavy demands on the reader because of 
the number of concepts introduced in a relatively small 
space ••• Because the information is n ot explained or 
expanded, much of it becomes mere verbalism wi t h out imag es 
or meaning. "3 
Acc ording to Jarolimek, "The need is for a multi-
plicity of non-text material r e presenting man y levels of 
re a ding difficulty and many levels of comprehension.n4 
Jarolimek also states that "The teacher must exp and the read -
i n g resou rces beyond the use of a single basic text . 11 5 
lJohn Mi chaelis, Op . Cit . , p . 323 . 
2Ri ch a rd Chambers, "The Soc i al Studies,", Providin g: 
for Individual Differences in the Elementary School, ed. 
Norma Cutts, New Jersey , Prentice Hal l, Inc ., 19~ p. 1 5 2 -
153. 
3He len He Cracken, Ed., ns k ill Development in S o c ial 
Studies,'' National Council for the Social Studies, Thirty -
third Yearbook , Wash in r ton , 1963, p . 96 . 
4 John Jarolimek, Op , Cit., p . 137 
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~==========F==========r~~~·~.==============================================~t========= 
Paul Wi tt y asserts that "Teachers from first grade 
to college must adapt assignments to the reading ability of 
the students ••• Only in this manner can the ability of 
the pupils be utilized to a maximum and their reading abil-
ity be further developed."1 
Jarolimek requests that "When an inadequate amount 
of reading material is available for use in teaching social 
studies, the teacher should rewrite the material or write 
original selections to suit the reading level of her 
children. 112 
The following st a tement b y Duffy concerning the 
possible loss of the flavor of the material by rewritine is 
in accordance with our own thinking . "We admit that this is 
so, we re gret the loss; but we are willing t o pay this price 
in order to enable perhaps another one-fourth of our pupils 
to g et the basic ideas."3 
lPaul A. Wi tty, ''Reading in Hi gh School and Colle ges, 1 
National Society for the Study of Educ a tion, Forty-seven th 
Yearbook, Chicag o, University of Chicago Press, 1 946 , p. 21. 
2John Jarolimek, Op . Cit. p. 1 38 . 
3Robert Duffy, 'rHelping the Less A:Ole Reader," Social 
Education, XXV(April, 1961), 1 82-1 84. 
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CHAPTER II 
PROBLEM : Having determined a need for the stud y , 
the p roblem was to create interesting orig inal stor ie s for 
the slow reader in the lower intermediate grades on the 
Revolutionary War era. The authors centered upon the in-
fluence p laye d b y Boston and vicinity . 
CRITERIA SET UP: The g oal was to c reate stories of 
educational v a lue by keeping in mind imp ortant fa c tors af-
fecting readability such as the following : 
1. using familiar short words 
2. cla ssify ing unfamiliar words by defin-
ition and defining context 
3. using a mixture of moderately long and 
short senten ce s 
4. writing as though talking to the re a der 
S. organizing the 1-vri ting into short para-
graphs 
6. simple, direct st y le 
We wanted to develop stories at the indep endent 
reading level of the learner . This is def i ned by Dr. Cham-
be rs as "The level of supplementary and indep endent re ading 
• at which the child is able to read ••• without aid. 
The material shou l d cause no difficulty and high intere st 
level should be maintained • • . 90% comprehension ex-
pected."l 
To p rovide interest we tried to adapt forms which we 
felt would be of high motivational value. We settled u p on 
the followin g types: 
1. story form 
2. dialogues 
3. illustrative idagrams 
4. riddles 
s. letter forms 
Our judgments are c oncurrent with comments of e d -
ucator 1 s knowledg able in this field. For example, 1tJesley 
states that "the teacher who can find the materi als which 
the pupil wants to know has solved the greatest sing le 
problem in readin g . 112 Mi chaelis comments that "the best 
approach is to imag ine tha t you are writing a letter to a 
ch ild in which you wish to tell him about a certain top ic."3 
Barker adds that "to increase vividness and interest , a 
considerable p art of the narrative is put i nto direct dis-
course in quotations."4 
lRichard Chambers, nMethods in Reading, rt Boston 
Universit y School of Education, (unpublished). 
2Edgar Bruce We s ley, Teach ing Soc ial Studies in 
Elementary Schools, Boston, D.o. Heath and Co . , 1952, p. 274. 
3John Mi chaelis, Social Studies f or Children in a 
Democracy, New Jersey, Prentice - Hall I nc . , 1963 , p . 320 . 
of Our Countr , New 
y 
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ORIGINAL PURPOSE: The orig inal idea was to build 
supp lementary material on the Revolutionar y \~~Tar dravm from 
authentic sources around the Boston area. From this mater-
ial we had planned to construct self-directing self-cor-
recting study guide s. 
In the beginning, references were gathered from 
Resource Curriculum Guides related to the Revolutionary 
ltlar period. Guides from various city and state school s ys-
tems may be found at the Boston University Educat ion Library 
The y describe the offering s of nume.rous school curriculums. 
Although the guides vary , basicly they consist of: 
l. outlines of the unit to be studied 
2. questions to introduce the area of study 
3. sugge sted reference books, filmstrips 
and activities to enrich the program ~ 
After having developed a familiarity with other 
social studies programs, the next step was to seek orig inal 
sources of reference around the Boston area. The decision 
was made to explore the f ollowing : 
l. The Boston Public Library 
a. Rare Book Department 
b. Old Newspap er Department 
2. Worcester, Massachusetts Clarence S. 
Brigham History and Bibliography of 
America's Newspapers 1690-1820, 2 volumes 
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3. William and Mar y Quarterl y : Every b ook 
in colonial history is reviewed . 
4. The Massachusetts Historical Society 
(The Adam's Papers) 
Having gathered this information , it se emed be st 
to turn to the most immedia te source of material; news -
pape rs and magazines. 1rle l::le gan our search for this material 
at the Boston Public 'Library. Unfortunately, there were 
s e v e r a l obstacles . (l) The material was not easily acces -
sable. (2) It re quired a great deal of time to find p er-
tin ant information. (J ) The p rint was very small and 
- therefore difficult to read. (4) The p apers were written 
in an antiquated unfamiliar type sty l e . 'rhus, it l·.JOuld have 
been n ecessary to interpret and adjust the vocabulary . 
The next plan was to go to t he Massachusetts His-
torical Society in Boston to dete rmine the wor th of t hei r 
mate rial for ou r particular pur p ose . Th e main i ntent in 
thi s study, however, wa s not to get detailed and comp lex 
hi storical accoun t s of the Re volu tionary War around Boston, 
bu t to write simp lifi ed ma terials on t his area of s pec ial-
ization for the slow reader. 
Again we found it difficult to find information as 
it was not p o ssible in t his earl y stage of our work to r e fer 
to s pec ifi c topics. Many p ossibilities were exp lored and 
t he range of material was vas~ . 
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Our solut ion was to turn to adult reference material 
in history and to determine appropriate topic heading s. The 
areas of emphasis were then divided among the three peop le 
in the study . Each began gathering pertinent information. 
Once gathe red, these fa c ts were incorporated into 
an interesting and educational p resentation. 
LIMITATIONS FOR US AND H01N" WE DEALT WITH Ttt:EM : Of 
the three members of our group , only one is now teach ing . 
The other two did not have access to a classroom at t his 
time and also lacked teaching e.xperience. Therefore, many 
of the nroblems encountered were due to lack of familiarity 
with the needs of a particular classroom. 
To determine the reading level of the po tential 
readers and to familiarize ourselves Hith that level, we 
realized the n eces sity of gaug ing their vocabulary and lang-
uage patterns . Thus, familiarity with basal r eaders, s ocial 
studies texts for grades 4 and 5, and student orientated 
Revolutionary 'v·lar biographie s was essential. Fortunately , 
one of the authors is currently teaching a fourth grade in 
Evere tt. 
It is known that rrwor d difficulties have a direct 
bearing upon reading comprehension, and the vocabulary load 
od social studies is heavy. It is one of the major cause s 
of poor comprehension . and faulty reading in social studies.n 
1John Jarolimek, Social Studies in Elementary Ed-
ucation, New York , Macmillan Co., 1963, p . 135. 
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Based up on this pr inciple, the following c onf lic t 
emerged. To be f u lly understood, a conce p t mu s t be put into 
simplist vocabulary , bu t a s imp le vocabulary does not guaran 
tee comprehension of the c oncep t. This became apparent when 
the authors attempted to explain the concept of monoply. 
After much effort, it became quite evident that as t he vo -
cabulary was watere d down both the meaning and the image 
were lost. It was soon real i zed by the authors that compre-
hension of more complex concepts is bas ed not upon vocab -
u lary level, but upon the maturity and experiences of t h e 
learner . Thus, we found it n e cessary to eliminate certain 
concepts. 
Emp loy in~ vocab ulary, words of p ossible difficulty 
were used only when the y were technical terms necessary to 
insure clarity of the s ubjec t matter and thus unavoidable . 
Such words were retaine d in context by us in the writing of 
our stories. 
BUILD I NG S TUDY G·UIDES : Our use of the term, 
study guide, has been aptly defined by Dr. Durrell i n the 
follo ';T i n g passage: "The teache r p repares a set of que t ions 
to accomp an y t he s o c ial studie s l e s son for t he da y . These 
are l iste d in the order in which the ans we r s are found in 
the textbook, with p age s or paragraphs some time s indic a t ed . 
Answe rs are p rovided on the back of the s t udy guide or on 
the bottom or side which is folded over to conceal the an-
10 
l l 
swer; some teachers prefer separate ans-we r sheets."l 
The orig inal plan to include study guides was more 
involved than anticipated. Furthermore, we wanted to ex-
p lore all the possibilities of the study guide and p erhap s 
devise some new methods for their use. Had we exp lored the 
problem fully, we would not have been able to g ive p roper 
attenti on to the construction of our materials. 
1 
Donald D. Durrell, " Patterns in Pupi l-Team Learnin g 11 
Boston University, 1964, p . 7 . (unpublished) 
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THE SCHOOLS OF COLONIAL NEW ENGLAND 
Have you ever wondered what it was like to be a boy 
or girl in colonial times? Did they go to school? What 
did the y learn in their classes? 
Let's g o back to the year 1770 and meet the Mason 
famil y or Boston, Massachusetts. Mr. and Mrs. Mason had 
two children - seven year old Linda &nd nine year old John. 
The Masons were very lucky to be living in Massa-
chusetts. Here, a law said that every town or 50 families 
must start an elementary school, and every town or over 100 
families must have a Latin Grammar School. 
Both Linda and John went to school, but they went 
to different schools. ~The elementary school that Linda 
went to was called a Dame School because the teacher was a 
woman. School was held in the teacher's house where Linda 
learned to read and wr i te. A special kind or schoolbook, 
called a hornbook, was used. This was a piece or wood with 
a printed page on each side or it. It was very different 
from the books with pages to turn that we use today . Writ-
ten on the hornbook pag e was the alphabet and the Lord's 
Prayer. 
Very soon Linda learned to read and write everything 
that was on the hornbook. She was now finished with the 
Dame School. You see, people felt that it was most impor-
tant for g irl s to know how to cook, sew and clean house. 
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The Masons, however, thought that Linda was just as 
clever as any boy. Therefore, they taught their daughter at 
home. Her father showed her how to do arithmetic. He taugh 
her more abou t reading and writing from the Bible. The Bibl 
was then the most important book. The Masons also g ave Lind 
a book about manners. It was filled with scary stories abou 
the terrible thing s that happen to children who are not good 
There were no story books then so Linda learned to read book 
written for adul ts such as Aesops Fables and Robinson Crusoe 
John had also be gun his education in the Dame School 
He studied the horn book. Next he entered the Latin Grammar 
School. The New England Primer was the only school book he 
had. By reading this book, John learned more about religion 
It was filled with prayers, questions and answers about God. 
John studied the alphabet by learning rhymes for each letter 
For t he letter D, he learned: 
A:. Dog will bite 
a thief at night. 
John 's te a cher was ver y me an. He believed that his 
s t udents woul d learn best by memorizing everything . John 
knew that he had to be a good boy and learn all his lessons. 
But one day John for g ot to study . He was punished. The 
school master kept a birch branch handy. He used it to whip 
John. That hurt! Then, to make John feel foolish, the tea-
cher gave him a dunce cap to wear. John then had to go sit 
in the corner. 
Do you th i n k John knew his lessons the next day ? 
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John's school was very different from the one that 
you are now sitting in. Instead of desks, everyone sat at 
long hard benches. The school had only one room, which was 
very cold in the winter. The boys put logs on the fire to 
keep the schoolroom warm. John never forgot his firewood. 
If he did, he would have to sit far away from the fire in 
the coldest part of the room. 
Can you picture a classroom without any blackboards, 
pencils, or paper? Colonial school children wrote with a 
lump of lead or a goose pen. Paper was very hard to get. 
John and his friends had to write on birch bark which they 
peeled from the trees. It didn't matter how John spelled 
the words. People then spelled the same words in different 
ways. 
John will be finished with the Latin Grammar School 
when he learns everything in the New England Primer. Then 
he will go on to another school to learn more. He may even 
go to England . Colonial schools were not free and John was 
very lucky that his father ha.d enough money to help him to 
get more education. 
Most of John's friends are poor. When they leave the 
Latin Grammar School they will have to go to work. A lot of 
them will become farmers. Some will learn a trade. There 
were no machines then. Everything was made by hand. Boys 
could train to be shoemakers, blacksmiths, cabinet makers or 
clockmakers. 
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Now we can see how life was in colonial times. Boys 
and girls living then ate, slept, lived in houses and went 
to school just as we do today. 
But we have just seen that many changes have taken 
place. The schools that Linda and John went to were very 
unlike yours. There were no warm classrooms, interesting 
teachers, or picture books. 
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RELIGION I N COLONIAL NEW ENGLAND 
Let u s g o back to colonial Boston. We shall visit 
a ga in with Linda and John Mason. The Mason family are 
Puritans . Today is Sunday, the most important day in the 
Mason home. 
Why is Sunday such a s pe cial day? What does it 
mean to be a Puritan boy or girl? What laws do the Masons 
have to obey? Let us join the Mason famil y in church. 
The Masons are sitting on hard wooden benches in 
their church . The church is called a meetinghouse. Here 
the p eop le come to think about God. They also say hell o to 
friends and hear the news. 
It is late in the morning . Linda and John wish the 
sermon wou ld end soon. They are cold and hungr y . Mr. 
Mason has brought foot stoves with him. A foot stove is a 
kind of iron box with hot c oals inside. But it is late , and 
the c oals are now co ld. 
John is very tired. The sermon is s o long . It last 
for three hours. This wouldn't be so bad, but John must 
c ome back a gain in the afternoon. 
It i s hard for John to sit still. He wan ts to fish 
and hunt in the woods. John had wanted to visit his friend, 
Georg e, today . Bu t Mr. Ma s on had said, " On Sunday , no one 
c an leave Boston f or a ny reason . Visitors from other to~ms 
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cannot enter Boston. Everyone has to g o to church, bab ie s 
too. You can stay home only if you are too sick to get out 
of bed ." 
So John had to g o to church. 11 I t 1 s fun to be a 
baby ," said John . "Babies are too little to sit up. They 
can sleep all day in their little wooden p layp en s . " 
John and Linda are lucky . They can g o h ome for 
iunch . Many of their friends live too far from tmm . They 
must bring their lunches with t hem. They eat i n t he "Sab-
bath House 11 nearby . 
After lunch, the Masons went back to the mee ting -
house for the afternoon services. 
Linda and John trie d very hard not t o fall asleep. 
The y were afraid of the chur ch watchman . It was t h is man 's 
job to watch the people. He walked up and down t he rows. 
He carrie d a long stick. I f a boy pinched t he boy sitting 
n ext to him or if a g irl l aughed or s p oke to her neighbor , 
the watchman would c ome and hit that per son very hard wi t h 
his st i ck . 
'rhe Hason children v-rere careful to pay attention to 
the sermon and to sit up tall. The y d id not like the v.rat ch -
man. 
As Mr. Mason sat listening t o the ministe r , he 
thought about t he Sunday Laws . Th ese were spec ial l aw s t hat 
the pe op le of Boston had to obey . I f they did n ot ob ey 
them, t hey would be punished . Punishments alway s took p lace 
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where everyone could see. People who pas sed by made fun of 
the prisoner s. They laughed and threw rotten a pples and mud 
at them. 
mat v.rere some of these special Sunday l aws? The ! 
most important Sunday l aw s aid that everyone had t o g o to 
the meeting house on Sunday . You could not laugh or play 
g ames. People me e ting on the street could not mlk to each 
other. No work was allowed. On Sunday, filr s. Ivlason n e ver 
made the beds. On Sunday, Ivir . Mason never shaved. On 
Sunday , it was even a gainst t he law for Linda and John to 
kiss their parents . This law made Linda very sad, but John 
thought there should be s u ch a law for e v ery day of th e week. 
The Puritans of t he town made these laws. The y 
voted for them at town meeting s. Only Puritan men could 
vote. There were so many of them tha t they could make all 
the laws in New Eng land. They ran t he g overnment and pun-
ished p eople who broke t he laws . 
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THE WORKERS OF COLONIAL NEW ENGLAND 
Linda and John Mason lived in Boston in the 1770's. 
Today John Mason will be 10 years old. aohn's friends are 
all coming to his birthday party. They are going to sing 
songs and play games. 
John is going to teach his friends a new game called 
ttWhat am I?n Each boy is told about a kind of worker and 
the job he does. In his turn, each boy must act out the job 
The other boys try to guess what kind of worker he is. 
Below is John's list of New England workers and thei 
jobs. Which ones are still important today? Which jobs are 
different? 
My house and my land are on the outside of the vil-
lage. We live near a spring. This makes it easier to get 
water for the animals and the family. My day begins early 
in the morning. It ends late at night. I am a big strong 
man who must work very hard. On my farm is grown only 
enough food to feed my family. We raise just enough sheep 
to get warm wool clothing for my wife and children. Thus, 
you can see that we are very poor. This is because the 
soil is full of rocks. Also, spring comes so late that the 
growing season is very short. Therefore, it is hard to grow 
extra crops to sell. This is why I don't have the money to 
buy other useful goods such as tools and gunpowder. 
What am I? 
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I am one of the most important workers in the New 
England colonies. If it weren't for me, there would be no 
fish on your table. Moreover, there would be no one to tell 
sea stories of adventure. In my open sailing boat, I work 
very hard. Never am I sure that I will get home safely. On 
these long trips, I catch many fish. Some of them I send to 
Eng land. There they are exchanged for cloth, too~s, and 
other goods which I need. Sometimes I hunt whales, killing 
them and boiling the fat to make oil. When I sell the oil 
to the colonists, they use it in lamps to light their homes. 
What am I? UBWJ9~S1J 
Where do you think we get the lumber for our houses, 
furniture, and ships? We settlers take our axes into the 
woods to cut down many trees. From these trees, we get the 
lumber to build ships and to make tables, chairs, and beds. 
Whatever lumber we don 1 t need we sell to the other colonies 
or to England. What am I? 
Who do you think makes all the furniture used in 
your homes? With much skill, I use my simple hand tools to 
make chairs, tables and beds. What am I? Ja~Bw ~au1qBo 
Wherever there are horses, you will find me. I make 
something that horses need. You visit me when your tooth 
hurts. I also make iron pots and nails. What am I? 
~~1WS~OB1q 
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vH th a he avy stone, I break up h ard corn and wheat 
into fin e c orn meal and flour. V.That am I? J8111W: 
If you do n o t want to g o b arefoot, you will nee d 
what I make for v.ralkin g . \r.Je colonists walk almost every 
place we wan t to g o. Our shoe s wear ou t very fast. Do you 
know how h a rd i t is to make sh oe s b y hand? We h a ve to cut 
and se w each s hoe . Then we put the hee ls on with wooden 
nails . The r e i s no s uch thing as shoe s fo r left feet or for 
right feet. Sometimes we tra ve l, making shoes f o r c olonists 
living in t he co !Jntry . What am I? ..re}'[Bmeo-qs 
I gather silver c oins. From these, I make s ilver 
s p oons , p lates and cups . 1JI!hat am I? 1.:r:nw:s..re11.11S 
I cut the hair of the colonists. Mo s t men wear 
white wig s. Many of these we re made by me. In addition, I 
take care of sick colonists when they cannot find a doctor. 
I do th i s b y open ing a vein in a sick man 's arm. This lets 
ou t t h e bad blood . I wonder why the sick man is worse in-
stead of bet ter after I d o this? \.Vh a t am I? ..req..rBq 
I turn cloth into p r e tt y colors for dresses an d 
suits • . Wha t am I? ..re.Ap 
In my news paper, I p rint the news about Eng land and 
the other colonies. Wh at am I? 
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am I? 
I fix old pots and pans. What am I? 
Riding on horseback, I deliver your mail. What 
(UBIDT1BID) Jep1J~sod 
I walk the streets at night calling out the hour -
"Ten o'clock and all is well." I sleep only during the day. 
What am I? UBruq~~BM ~q~1u 
How would you have liked to have been at John Mason' 
party? Does his game sound interesting? What kind of work e 
would you most have wanted to be? What kind do you think 
would not have been any fun at all? 
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THE COLONIAL PEOPLE HADE MANY THINGS 
Sometimes we make thing s for fun. You may build a 
model airplane, an old fashioned car, or a kite. Sometimes 
we make thing s because we need them. You ma y help Dad buil 
bookshelves for y our bedroom or help Mother put up new cur-
tains in the kitchen. 
At the time of the Revolution much of the trade wi 
En gland wa s stopped . The colonists did not want to buy 
things from England because of the unfair taxes. There-
fore, they had to make many of the thing s that they needed. 
Let's take a look at some of the thing s they needed 
They needed candles for l i gh t. How did the y make candles? 
They needed soap to wash with. How did they make soap ? 
They needed dishes to eat on and bowls, kettles and po ts to 
cook in. How did they make these ? 
Cand!e!!!akigg 
Candles were very important. Think of the many tim s 
y ou n eed ligh t to see by. After supper, you need light to 
do your homework . Your family needs light to find their 
way around the house at night. The colonists also needed 
light for man y of the same reasons you do. 
Candles were fun to make. Mother p oured tallow 
into a large pot. Tallow was taken from the fat of animals 
The tallow was then boiled. Ouch! it's hot . 
Meanwhile, sister Sue would make wicks. These are 
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long strings of cotton which go down the middle of the can-
dle. (When you g o home l ook at a candle and y ou will see a 
piece of string in the middle) . 
The family had tin molds for making candles. Molds 
are hollow candle shapes. Sue wo u ld put a wick into each 
mold . Then Mother carefully poured the tallow over the 
wicks into the molds. When it cooled, it was very hard . 
Soap_makl:_n_g 
In New England, many families made their own soap . 
They took a large barrel. In the barrel, they put wood 
ashes. These ashes are left after the wood has been burnt. 
Over the ashes, they poured water. 
At the bottom of the barrel was a tiny hole. The 
water slowly driped out of the hole •• What came out was ca ed 
~- The l ye was then boiled in a larg e pot with fats and 
grease saved from the years c ooking . This was cooked very 
slowly . When it began to get thick, the soap was made. 
The soap was not hard as we know it, but soft like 
jelly . 
When people got together to form industries, soap 
was made in a different way. The funny thing is that no 
one knows how it was made because each family kept their 
way a se cret . 
Making dishes, silverware, pots, kettles and bowls 
When the colonists first came from England, the y 
used wooden dishes and cups . Each family made their own 
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set of di she s . The se VJood dishes did not hold up very wel l . 
The peop l e VJanted to use s ome thing else be side s wood . 
How about using Pewter, the y t hough t. Men g ot to-
ge ther and fo rmed pewter f actor ies . Many s pecial t ools and 
mold s were n eeded to make t he pe wter d ishes. 
These dishes , mug s and kettle s Here a g r e y c olor. 
The y Here simp l e, p la in shape s with few desi gn s. 
1tlhen t he colonists l earned how to make pev-r ter , t h e y 
u s ed it to make guns , scales, tools and doorknobs. 
Silver wa s al s o ma de in fa ctori e s. It c ost more 
money to make t han pewt e r . 
Boston was the center of t rade. The peop l e had 
man y silver co i ns. There were no banks to put the c oins in, 
so t he colon is ts gave the coins t o t h e s ilversmith . He 
me lte d them down into a liquid. Then he made p l ates, 
kettle s and si lverwa r e from these melted co ins . 
Another way , to make p l a tes, bm<Jls and g lasses wa s --
with cla y . Th is wa s called p ottery mak ing . 
The colonists got the c lay from the earth. They 
took out all of the stones. rrhe n they had t 0 grind i t up 
and mix i t with water. If they used too much water , the 
c l ay would r un all ove r their h ands. I t would not stick 
togethe r . 
Have you ever made a bowl in art class? If s o, you 
wi ll see that t he colonists made them like y ou d id. 
> On e way to make a bowl i s to first 
shap e it with your hand s . Then 
pull it. Push it. Squeeze it into 
shape. 
Another way is to build a bowl by 
putting long, rolled pieces of clay 
together. Then build it higher and 
higher. 
Still another way, is to pour wet 
clay into a mold. Let it harden 
around the edges. Then pour out 
the rest of clay . Let the clay in 
the mold dry and then take it out. 
A bowl will be made. 
A bowl can also be made on a potter 
wheel. He would put the clay in 
the middle of the wheel. The wheel 
s p ins around. As it spins, the 
potter pushes and pulls it with his 
hands until he makes the shape of a 
bowl. It's lots of fun to see a 
bowl come out of a lump of clay . 
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CLOTHING 
Ooh! Ouch! How I wish the y would stop pushing me 
back and forth. Ouch! It's so dark and stuffy in this roan. 
Many years a g o around the time of the American Revolution, I 
was a lovel y sui t of c l othes. Now I h ang from a dusty old 
rack in a costume shop where no one eve r sees me. 
I remember when I was hung in a closet in a home in 
Boston. I was treated well and made my owner very proud. In 
those days men wore long coats covered with buttons a n d braid • 
Under the coat was a vest. It had buttons down the middle. 
Ruffles were worn on the coat around the neck and cuffs. 
Pants buttoned below the knee. Stocking s covered the rest 
of the leg. Dark black shoes with bright shiny buckles were 
worn on the feet. 
Oh! Here we go again. Every time the storeheeper 
comes into the room to rent a costume, he knocks something 
off the shelf. 
»I just got hit with a wig.» 
Wigs we re worn by men and women at the time of the 
revolution . When fi ghting started, man y men stopped wearin 
wigs . They pulled their hair back in a braid. Then they 
tied a black bow around the braid. 
It is so sad. Next to me is a wrinkled costume 
once worn by a very pretty lady. The storekeeper has lost 
the hoop skirt worn underneath the dress. Now the long skirt 
does not stand out anymore. The colorf'ul ribbons on the 
f'ront of' the dress now are f'aded and wilted. The f'an that 
she carried is on one of' the shelves. Her smooth satin 
shoes are in a box on the f'loor. The hat she wore was 
covered with makebelieve f'lowers. These did not smell, of' 
course, but looked very pretty. 
I must admit that all suits of' clothes were not as 
happy as myself'. Some were used f'or working: !n. These 
were not very colorf'ul. -They were made out of' heavy 
coarse material. Aprons were used by men and women to 
keep their clothes clean while they worked. Men in shops 
also wore aprons while working~ 
I remember that the children were dressed just like 
their mothers and f'athers. Little girls had trouble p laying 
in those long skirts. Until a child was six years old, he 
wore baby clothes. Some were very ~imple. Some were made 
with lace and ribbons. All babies wore caps on their heads 
day and night. 
When it was cold outside, people put their hands in-
side warm hand muf'f's. Bef'ore the revolution, people did not 
know about umbrellas. When it rained, they got wet. 
When the Revolution came, people were too bus y to 
make and wear f'ancy clothes. They did not want to have 
clothes sent f'rom Eng land. Vlomen stopped wearing bows, lace 
and make-believe f'lowers. They made clothes at home f'rom 
wool and f'lax. 
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Men had t o £8t ready for fightin~ . At first, the y 
did not have uniforms. ~hey wore their own clothing . In 
New En gl and, men wore hat s with three corners, an d l ong 
coats w"th lar p.: e p ockets. The y wore scarves around the i r 
necks to keep them warm . On their l e g s the y wore heav y 
gre y knitted stocki ngs. As t ime passed , men be gan to wear 
uniforms . You could tell where the a rmies were f rom b y the 
c olor of their un iforms. In Mas sach u set ts, coats were b lue. 
The insides and the buttons were white. 
I laugh when I think abo u t the s ailors . The y wore 
loose , puff y c ants . Their pants buttoned b e low t h e knee . 
The jacket was not lon g ; it came to t he waist. Around the 
waist was a wide belt . It held a knife or a gun . On each 
sailor's head was a hat with a big feather. 
Excuse me Dear Reade r , I will have to stoo for a 
minu te . Please be ver y quiet. I am listening t o some t hing . 
Ye s, i t i s true . I j ust heard t h e s tore kee per p romise t o 
send all of his Revolutj onary co stv.mes to a school i n 8os ton . 
The y are nu ttinf on a p lay about us. I am so ha-oo y . Now 
I can leave this dust y , dark storeroom and be an imoortant 
s u it of c loth es. 
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BOSTON TEA PARTY 
Do you drink tea? I was very important to many 
Bostonians in the early period of the American Revolution. 
My name, in case you do not know, is Tim Tealeaf. I am 
going to tell you about the Boston Tea Party. 
If you look at a map of Boston, you will see that 
there is a great amount of water around it. Before the time 
of the flevolution, ships were always going back and forth 
between Boston and England. The colonists. were not happy 
because Eng land wanted to control their trade. 
I, Tim Tealeaf, came into port today. Five days 
ago, there was a meeting of the people of Boston and nearby 
towns. I will tell you how I found out about this meeting. 
Jerry Tealeaf is a friend of mine. He was hiding under a 
tea cup whi l e the people spoke. Jerry told me that they 
wanted to have the tea sent back to England. If it did 
arrive, they would not let it be brought on shore. 
Jerry also hid , this time under a plate, when the 
people (citizens) of Boston gathered together in the Old 
North Church. A COITL."1littee was chosen to ask the Governor 
what he wanted to do when the tea arrived in Boston. The 
committee met with Governor Hutchinson. He said to them, 
"I will give you an answer by five o'clock tonight." 
The people waited anxiously. At five o'clock they 
c ame back to the governor's house. The governor was nowhere 
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to be found. When the committee returned, the peop le were 
very angr y . Loud shouts were heard by all. 
Without waiting for word from the Governor, the 
colonists dressed themselves as Indians. Each carried a 
small hatchet or club. The hatchet was called a tomahawk. 
Some of the men wore masks to cover their faces. Others 
painted their hands and faces with coal dust or burnt rrork. 
This made their faces as dark as the night. 
While they were getting ready, three ships had come 
to Boston. There we sat in tea crates not knowing what was 
going to happen. Suddenly through a crack in the chest, I 
saw a group of costumed men gathering in a street near 
Griffin's Wharf. They were in three groups. Each was told 
to unload the tea from the ships. 
I was frightened waiting for them to come on the 
ships. Someone shouted, 'tDo not damage or destroy the 
ships. Open the chests of tea and throw them into the 
water. For three hours the men worked. Fortunately for 
me, I was in the last chest to be thrown over. The tide 
was very low. We stayed at the bottom of the water. As the 
morning sun peeped through, the tide began to rise and so die 
the tea. 
The colonists saw the tea floating on the top of the 
water. They jumped into small boats and came after us with 
oars and paddles. They hit me and my friends many times. 
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We were so wet that no one would ever want us again. How-
ever, Old Tim Tealeaf was not going to give up. I floated 
to one of the posts near the boats. There I attached myself, 
so that I could see what was going on. When the tea was all 
wet, the colonists went back to their homes. 
England was so angry that she closed the port of 
Boston. In return, many of the colonists refused to drink 
tea. They tried to replace me with drinks made out of dried 
rasberry leaves. Even my enemy "coffee" was becoming pop-
ular. 
From where I was stuck, I could see more ships comin 
each day. The tea was not sold to the colonists, but stored 
away. At least I was free to breathe the fresh air and watch 
all that happened. 
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PATRICK HENRY 
»Give me liberty or give me deathl" These words 
rang out in the crowded Virginia room. It was spring in the 
year 1775. A tall red head was talking to an excited group 
o~ men. The man's name was Patrick Henry. He was telling 
the colonies to get ready for war. 
Who was Patrick Henry? Where did he come from? Why 
was he important? Let's go back to the time when Patrick 
Henry was still a young man. We shall go to Virginia. 
Pat Henry \-Tas very tall and very strong. He liked 
to fish and hunt in the woods. Pat ran a store, but he was 
a very poor storekeeper. Every sunny day he would pick up 
his gun and leave a sign on the door, nGone Huntting. 11 
People came into Pat's store to meet their friends. 
Here they also learned the latest news. Everyone always 
listened to Pat. He was such a wonderful storytellerl He 
could make you laugh, or cry like a baby. His ghost stories 
made your hair stand on end. 
Then one day Pat met Thomas Jefferson, an important 
lawyer. Mr. Jefferson asked Pat, 11Why don't you become a 
lawyer too? You don't like farming and you're not a very 
good storekeeper. I think you could be a great lawyer. 11 
Pat thought about this. Within six months, he had 
become a lawyer. He learned quickly and worked hard. Peopl 
all over the Virginia countryside knew that if they wanted 
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something done, Patrick Henry was the man to sea. 
Patrick Henry became very well known. Soon he was 
asked to join the Virginia legislature. (A legislature is a 
group of people who make the laws.) 
Pat was a man of action. He made the kind of speeche 
that people talked about. When the Stamp Act was passed, 
Patrick said, ttThe colonists should not pay this tax.n 
I t was th i s speech that made the colonists burn the 
hated English stamps. 
Pat's name was now in every newspaper. No one be-
fore had ever dared to speak out against England or the king. 
Ten years later the leaders of Virginia had a very 
big meeting . It was the year 1775. If we listen carefully, 
we might catch some of Pat Henry's exciting words. 
"Gentlemen," said Mr. Henry, "vle must fight! War is 
coming and we must be brave. Virginia must fight the Britis 
or become her slave. An attack on one colony is an attack on 
all. I am not only a Virginian, but an American," he cried. 
Slowly Pat looked around the room. Then his now famous 
words, "Give me liberty or give me death," rang out in the 
crowded room. 
Pat ~.Janted the people to see that the colonies must 
work together. Virginia could not fight alone. He said this 
clearly. He wanted everyone to understand. 
The English Governor of Virginia heard about Patrick 
Henry's speech. He did not like the new talk about war. 
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ttThe colonists are hiQ.ing guns," he told his men. "Find 
them. Without guns they cannot fight.n 
So one dark night the King's men stole all the guns. 
The next day Patrick Henry spoke to the angry colonists. 
noo not worry, It he said. "I will get your guns back." He 
formed an army of 5000 strong. Together they marched to the 
Governor's house. 
Was Pat Henry able to keep his promise? What do you 
think? 
Pat was now a hero. He was loved by all the people. 
"We must find out what is happening in the other 
colonies, n· Pat said. "How can we do this ?n he asked. 
1tLet 1 s start a letter writing club,n said Thomas 
Jefferson. "Massachusetts has just such a club. They call 
thems elves the Committees of Correspondence.n 
Soon letters were being carried between all thirteen 
coloni es . The leaders wrote about what was happening in 
their colonies. The news was very bad. The leaders saw · 
that they must help each other. The letter writers asked 
for a meeting. "We must work together, 1' Thomas Jefferson 
wrote to Sam Adams of ~Massachusetts. 
The meeting was held in Philadelphia . It was called 
the First Continental Congress. Leaders of al l the colonies 
met here. They hoped to find ways to help each other against 
the English. 
At this meeting, Patrick Henry listed all the wrongs 
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done to the colonies. nEvery man should say 1 I am not only 
a New Yorker, a Virginian, or a New Englander, but an Amer-
ican, r» cried Pat Henry. 
"Why do you stand there and do nothing?" Pat asked. 
uThere is a war to be won.'' 
Many people were excited about Patrick Henry's "I 
am an Americann speech. After the war, Pat was made Gover-
nor of Virginia five times. 
Patrick Henry had always thought first about his 
country and last about himself. The people of the United 
States now remember him as the "Voice of the American Revolu-
tion.u 
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THOMAS PAINE AND COMMON SENSE 
Have you ever heard of Thomas Paine? Mr. Paine 
was a very important man at the time of our war with Eng-
land - The Revolutionary War. It was he who first said the 
words, "The United States of America. 11 
Tom Paine was born in England. But he never thought 
of himself as an Englishman. He d id not like England. In 
fact, he was so unhappy there that he couldn't slee p at 
night. He had only one dream - to come to the American 
co l onies. He wanted to be a writer in the new land. To 
Thomas Paine, the American colonies were a fairyland of hope 
When Benjamin Franklin was in England, he became 
very friendly with Tom Paine. He liked young Tom and wanted 
to help him. He told Tom to go to Philadelphia. 
Happily Tom got ready for the long, hard trip. 
Quickly he packed the few belongings he wanted to take to 
Philadelphia. 
Tom began to think about his life in England. He 
had spent every moment read i n g and writing. Tom was angry 
at what he saw all around him. The people were very poor. 
They were always hungry. There was much crime. He began to 
put his thoughts into writing. Tom wanted the people of 
England to read what he had written. But the King had said 
that it was against the law to write anything bad about Engl d. 
So now Tom was going to the American colonies. 
"Surely the King can't bother me there," he told himself. 
In Philadelphia Tom went to work for a newspaper. 
He had a lot to say. His stories were easy to read. Soon 
the paper was being read by many people. Often Tom's read-
ers woul d visit at the newspaper office. In this way he 
met many leaders of the colonies - George Washington, Tom 
Jefferson, Sam Adams, and others. 
As Tom went about his work he listened to the talk 
of these people. Soon he learned about the cruel laws made 
by England. "The colonists should not support these unfair 
laws," he thought. 
He began to write about the troubles between England 
and the colonies. He wrote, "The colonial peoples should 
have a say in making the laws that they must live by." 
Tom Paine t h ought a lot about what he saw and was 
told. Then he wrote a little book. He called his book, 
Common Sense. 
'twhy did you choose such a title ?n Benjamin Frankli I 
asked. 
"Well, tt said Tom Paine, '•c ommon sense means plain 
simple facts. My book shm.rs the people why it is common 
sense to break away from Eng land. It shows why it is common 
sense not to do as King George orders. It also shows why it 
is common sense for the colonists to make their own laws." 
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"You have written a very great book, 11 said Mr. 
Franklin. "But your book could l ead to war with England. 
Is this what you want?n 
nyes, 11 answered Tom Paine, " i t is." 
Ben Franklin was very excited. 11Please,,.he said, 
"tell me more about the book.n 
Slowly Tom began his story . "The English have al-
ways tried to tel l the colonists what to do," he said. "The 
Eng lish want to run the farming , hunting, trade, and even 
relig ion of the colonists. 
stand for this,n he cried. 
The colonists do not have to 
Thousands of copies of Common Sense were sold. Soon 
it was being passed between farmers and city leaders. It 
traveled a l l through the thirteen colonies. Even those who 
could not read learned about the book from their friends. 
In a Boston inn, Mr. Mason and the leader, Sam 
Adams, met together. Both men were excited about Tom 
Paine's, Common Sense. 
Mr. Mason spoke first. "King George is too far 
away to know what is best for the colonies. He can never 
he l p us. It takes a boat three months to get from Eng land 
to Boston. If the weather is bad, it takes much longer." 
"The American co l onies are much l a r ger than Eng land, 
Sam Adams added. Then he laughed. ''Isn't it silly for us 
t o be rule d b y a little island across the oc~ an? 11 
ni've been thinking ," said Mr. Mason. "The colonies 
are just like my children , Linda and John. When they were 
first born, the y needed Mrs. Mason and me to help them. They 
coul dn 't even dress themselves. When the first settlers came 
here, they were helped by the American Indians, as well as 
by the people back in Eng land. The Indians showed them 
how to plant corn. The English sent them clothing, tools, 
and g lass. But times have changed. Now we h ave more food 
than we can eat. We can make the thing s we need right here 
in the colonies." 
"The colonists can now make their own laws. The y do 
not need English governors to tell them what to do, or Englis 
soldiers in their homes, 11 added Sam Adams. 
»The King does not love us," said Mr. Mason. "If he 
did he would make laws to help the colonists. He would not 
alway s think only about what is best for England. " 
People all over the American countryside felt as 
Sam Adams and Mr. Mason felt about English rule. They agree 
with the words and ideas in Tom Paine's Common Sense. The 
book brought toge ther farm boys and tOims people. The y all 
j oined the new army of George Washington. Many peop le said 
that it was Tom Paine's little book that had made the Amer-
ican colonists go to war with England. 
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SAM ADAMS 
If y ou had lived in Boston in 1765, y ou mi ght 
have met a man named Sam Adams. Even if your home was in 
a n y other town, y ou would surely have heard of him. 
Who wa s Sam Adams? During the Revolution, he 
was the most important man in Boston. Sam had only one 
dream - to see the American co l onies free from En g land. 
The people came to Sam Adams when the y h a d 
p roblems with Eng land. He told them that they must work 
to gether to help each other. 
Why did the p eople like what Sam Adams said? 
Listen to a newspaper man talking to him and to his cousin, 
John. 
John Adams: Did you know that the people in Eng land are 
afra id of Sam Adams? 
Seporter: Why is this so? 
John Adams: He had shown the colonists tha t they do not 
have to follow bad English rules. 




Sam Adams, when did the colonists first seek 
your help? 
In 1765, when Eng land passed the Sugar, Stamp 
and Tea Acts. The colonists were angry at 
these new taxes. 
What is a tax? 
A t a x is money Eng land wanted from us to run 
her government. We had no say in these new 
and unfair laws. I told the people not to 
obey them. 
~eporter: What happened next? 
John Adams: The people s ·aid, "We will not pay taxes to 






We learned to ~at without sugar, burned the 
stamps, and held a "tea party." We dressed 
as Indians and threw the English tea into the 
water. 
That must have made England very angry. 
Yes, after that King George closed the port of 
Boston. English soldiers came to keep law and 
order. 
Why was this such a bad thing to do? 
No ships, not even a fishing boat, could get in 
or out of Boston. Our food comes by water. Th 
people were hungry. Babies starved to death. 
John Adams: Sam Adams helped the colonists to hate the 
Sam Adams: 
:Reporter: 
English King and his soldiers. He said, "If 
it can happen to Boston, it can happ en to any 
town in any other colony.n 
The people were scared. The colonies began to 
draw closer together. 
What was the "Sons of Liberty?" 
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Sam Adams: It was a secret club formed by men worried 
about troubles with England. At our first 
meeting John Adams said, "Let's spy on the 
English and then write down all that we find 
out." 
ni'll ride from town to town with our news," 
Paul Revere said. 
John Adams: The news was bad. Sam said, "We must know 







others should know what the English in Boston 
are doing to us." 
Sam Adams, how did you s end this news? 
I started a letter writing club called the 
Committees of Correspondence. We sent news 
letters to and from the colonies. 
What did the letters say? How were they sent? 
The letters were sent on fast horses. They 
told what other colonists were doing about 
their troubles. 
Why were these letters so very important? 
They brought the colonists together against 
England. The people were angry and frightened. 
"I t is not safe for our children. We are in 
danger," they said. 
John Adams: Soon most people could se e a fight coming. No 





army. But maybe the 13 could do it together. 
How did the people get together? 
I wrote many letters asking ror a big meeting. 
We had to talk about our troubles with England. 
What was the meeting called? What happened 
there? 




this meeting, Sam Adams told the colonies to 
build an army to right the English. 
We colonists were unhappy. We agreed to meet 
a gain ir English rule was still so terrible. 
Did you need a second meeting? 
Yes, we did. We began to hate English rule and 
to want our own country. We wanted to make our 
own tax laws. We did not want English soldiers 
in our homes. Most or all, we did not want to 
be ruled by a country 3,000 miles away. 
John Adams: Sam almost didn't get to the Second Continental 
Congre ss. The English army stopped him at 
Sam Adams: 
Reporter: 
Lexington. But he tricked them and got to the 
meeting. He told the colonists to break away 
rrom England. 
I told them to rorm a large government to help 
each other. Next we wrote a Declaration or 
Independence rrom England which I happily signe • 
I liked our talk and thank you ror your time. 
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England said that Sam Adams was the main reason for 
her troubles with Boston. He had changed the way the col-
onists thought about England. Sam Adams had shown Eng land 
that the colonies were very important. Even the King listen d 
to what Sam Adams had to say. Sam's strong words had helped 
to bring on the Revo l utionary War. 
Sam Adams thought only of the good of the colonies. 
He gave up his business and made himse l f poor to help his 
c ountry. 
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THE FIRST CONTINENTAL CON GRESS 
n:r-1embers of Congress met in Washington today. 11 
How often have you heard or read these words? Do you 
know what Congress is? Do you know why Congress in impor-
tant? 
For these answers it is important to go back almost 
two hundred years ago to the year 1774. At this time the 
American colonies were having trouble with England . The 
colonists did not think it was fair for England to keep 
telling them what to do. If the colonists disobeyed 
England, they were punished. 
'tTha t is not right l You should let us do what is 
best for us." demanded the colonists. 
ttNolJ' replied England. "I am the mother country. 
You are my children. You must do as I say.'t 
The colonists cried out, "Something must be done 
about this! 
Up to now each colony had its own government . The 
leaders of Massachusetts got an idea. ''Why don't we join 
all the governments and make one? One strong government 







All thirteen colonies worked 
like this. Each colony, wi 
its own government and ideas, 
was separate from the others. 
But the problem, uWhat shall 
we d o about En g land?" was 
the same. 
This was the new idea. Join 
al l the colon ies together. 
Share ideas. Choose the best 
The leaders of Ma ssachusetts decided to act. They 
sent letters t o the leaders of the other c olonies. Thi s 
is wh a t the letter s aid . 
Mas s achusetts 
1774 
Please sen d representati ves to a meetin g of all 
coloni es in Philadelphia on Sep tember 5. We want to t alk 
ab out our rights a s colonie s . We a l so want to talk about 
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working out our problems with England . 
Leaders of Massachus e tts 
This meeting was called the First Continental Con-
gress. (Congress is a meeting of people for a reason) All 
the colonies except Ge org ia sent representatives. The 
representatives had d ifferent ideas. Some wan ted to be 
free of England. Others did not want this freedom. Still 
others did not know what they wanted. 
The representatives talked and talked. Finally they 
decided to give En g land a p aper. This paper was called a 
Dec laration of Rights and Grievances. It listed all the 
ri gh t s the colonies 1.vanted. It also listed times when 
England was being unfair to them. The representatives 
hoped this paper would make Eng land listen to them. The y 
decided to meet in May if things did not get better. 
So you see, Congress started when America was very 
young. It is a way of talking over problems to find answern 
Toda y 1 representatives are elected from each state to go ·l: t o 
Washing ton, D. 0. They discu ss problems and mak e laws for 
the c ountry. Everyone works toge ther to make a strong coun 
try. 
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THE SECOND CONTINENTAL CONGRESS 
Map of the 
thirteen colonies 
Georgia 
There was much exci t ,ement on the sunny spring day of 
May 10, 1775 at Convention Hall in Philadelphia. One by on 
representatives from the thirteen colonies vere arriving fo 
the meeting of the Second Continental Congress. (Representa 
tives were men who came to speak for the other people of 
their colony.) (Look at the map to see the names of these 
colonies.) 
The trip to Philadelphia was long and tiresome. 
Since there were no cars, trains or planes at that time, th 
colonists had to travel on horseback on bump dirt paths 
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until they reached Convention Hall in Philadelphia. 
Entering Convention Hall were famous men such as 
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Samuel Adams, John 
Adams, John Hancock and Benjamin Franklin. As they met 
each other, they called, "Hello, George! How are you, 
Thomas? So nice to see you, Samuel! How have you been, 
John? 11 
Buzz, buzz, buzz. As each representative arrived, 
he joined his friends to talk about the news of the day. 
Everyone was talking about the Battle of Lexington and 
Concord. 
How many English soldiers were there' Did many 
Minutemen get hurt? What are we going to do now? The y 
asked each other question after question. 
When all the representatives had arrived, John 
Hancock, who vras the head of the meeting, asked the repre-
sentatives to take their s eats. He rapp ed on the desk in 
front of the hall and said in a loud clear voice, 'tr.Phe meet-
ing of the Second Continental Congress will nm.-1 begin . n Ha ,_ 
cock continued to say, "As you know the Battle of Lexing-
ton and Concord has started a war with Eng l and. We are 
fi ghting for our freedom. However, each colony fi ghting 
alone will not win this war. We have to decide on a way 
to join all the armies together under one leader. 
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United we stand 
fi ghting 
together 
Divided we fall 
"That is right!" called the representatives. nWhat 
shall we do?" 
John Adams of Massachusetts quickly stood up to g ive 
an idea. "I have done much thinking about this . Since the 
army of the New England Colonies (Maine, New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island) is the larges~ 
all the other colonies should join them to make one big 
. colonial army. I g ive the name of George Washing ton of 
Vir g inia as general of this army. He is the best man we 
have to lead and train the other men to be good soldiers." 
nThat is a g ood idea," shouted the representatives. 
"Let George Washington become the leader of the colonial 
army. We will help him as best as we can. 
THE IDEA 
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"Will you be the general of the colonial army, 
Mr. Washington?" asked John Hancock. 
Slowly George Washington rose from his seat. All 
eyes were on this tall, thin, red headed young man. Every-
one waited breathlessly for his answer. 
"Gentlemen, I accept. I will do my best. I do 
not want to be paid. The only money you will g ive me will 
be for buying supplies for the soldiers." 
"Hurrahl" cheered the colonists. nTogether we will 
win this war." 
The meeting of the Second Continental Congress was 
over. With new hope the representatives returned home to 
tell everyone what had happened. 
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
In Philade l phia, dur~ng the time of the colonial 
troubles with England, lived a man known for his many ideas. 
Hi s name "'ras Benjamin Franklin. 
Ben Franklin 1 s 
rocking chair 
bifoc als 





i rst fire department 
irst cl~Y cleanin~ de p artme nt 
niversity of Penns ylvania 
enjamin Franklin was a ver y friendly man. He was 
always ready to help peop le. The colonists liked him very 
much. They also liked h is ideas. The y t hought he would 
make a g ood leader for the colonies. 
Benjamin Franklin was selec ted to be a member of the 
Penn s ylvania Assembly. This assembly '"as a group of men who 
made laws for the colony. At the assembly, Franklin wa s 
a sked to do something special. 
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Pennsylvania, as well as the other colonies, was un-
happy with England. 
"England must stop passing unfair laws. England does 
not know what is best for us. She is too far away," the 
colonists complained. "The English make their own laws. 
The y should let us make our own. We don't want trouble with 
England . We just want her to understand our side of the 
story. We should send someone to England to explain t h is to 
the King .n 
Why n ot send Ben Franklin? The English like him. 
Maybe they will listen to him. Ben Franklin did go to Eng lan • 
Hhi le he was there, the English passed the stamp tax. This 
was a tax on all written paper . 
" The colonists are angry," Franklin to] d the King . 
"Stop these unfair taxes or there will be trouble.n 
The King listened the first time. The stamp tax 
was stopped. The colonists were happy • But this didn't 
last long . The English passed another tax law. The colon-
ists were very angry now. There was nothing ·else Franklin 
c ould do. Sadly, he returned to America. 
By the time Franklin re ached America , a war had 
started between England an d the colonies. It was called the 
War of Independence. Franklin's help was needed a gain. He 
was sent as representative from Pennsylvania to the First 
Cont inen tal Congress. 
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The colonists were all working tog ether to win the 
war. But they had problems . They needed money to buy 
supplies. They also needed more soldiers . 
"We must have help from another country . Maybe the 
French will help us. They don't think the En glish have been 
fair to us. Let's send Ben Franklin to France to see what he 
can do," said the colonists. 
onists. 
s 0 s 
HELP! HELP! 
\.rJe need money and soldiers 
-
.,.,_ ~ 
Again Franklin took another long trip for the col-
"Will you help us?'' Ben asked the King of France. 
"We ' d l i ke to,n answered the King. nBut England is 
a strong country. France does not want to make her angr y . 
Then she mi ght start a war with us. We'll have to thi nk a b o 
it." 
France took a long time to decide. Finally g ood new 
came. France would send money and s oldiers. How the col-
onists cheered Ben Franklin and the good pe ople of France. 
Happily they cried, "Now we shall win the war with Eng land." 
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GEORGE WASHINGTON 
It was July, 1775. George Washing ton had just 
arrived in Cambridge, Massachusetts to lead the colonial army. 
The soldiers waited for him to speak. 
"Men," called out General Washington, 11 we must work 
together for a free country. I will lead you in the very 
best way I can.n 
As General Washington spoke, he looked at the soldier • 
"Oh! look at them!n he thought. 
the army to look like this.n 
"I never expected 
The so ldiers were of all ages. Some were old. Some 
were y oung. The soldiers did not have uniforms . The y all 
wore different kinds of clothing . Imag ine seeing soldiers 
wearing N"orkclothes, parts of uni:forms and deerskin coats . 
Their guns were those they had brought from home. 
Geor ge Washin g ton continued to think to himself, 
nThese men may not look like soldiers. But I know they can 
fi ght. The Battle at Lexington and Conc ord showed this. It 
is up to me to train t hem to act like soldiers as well as to 
fi gh t well." 
Washington knew that the colonists were strong in 
some ways and weak in others. He knew that he had to make 
e veryone s trong if the war was to be won. 
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Colonists 
1. fighting on home ground 
2. practice in using fire 
arms 
3. better rifles than 
Eng land 
4. helped by Europe 
5. bel i eved in the 
r e ason for fi ghting 
1. poorly trained army 
2. not enough soldiers 
3. few supplies 
4. little money 
Washing ton started right to work. First, he called 
the officers of the array together . 
"You must learn to give orders, 11 Washing ton said. 
"The soldiers must obey you . If they do not, you are to 
punish them. A good soldier listens and obeys orders . n 
Washing ton had g ood ideas about how to train the 
soldiers. But he had one big problem . There were never 
enough soldiers together at one time to train. The soldiers 
stayed in the army for a short time. Then they left to plant 
crops . They also left whe~ there was no fi ghting near by. 
V.Jashington became angry. nr can 1 t get an army ready 
to win a war this way," he said. He asked Congress to do 
something quickly. 
Congress answered, "We will make men in each colony 
join the army . They cannot leave unless you let them!' 
All during the war, Washington was asking Congress 
for help. 
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ttThe army needs clothing . 11 
11 The soldiers arSl hungry . They need more food . " 
"The army needs more gun p owder." 
The colonial army never had enough supplies . The y 
were often cold and hungry . However , their love of freedom 
kept them fi ghting . 
Most important of all, they had one of the best 
leaders of America, George Washing ton. 
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BATTLE OF LEXINGTON AND CONCORD 
"Put down your guns and go home!'' shouted the Eng-
lish major to the Minutemen gathered at Lexington Green. 
The Minutemen did not move. The British troops and the 
minutemen just stood and g lared at each other. Suddenly a 
shor was f'ired! Where did it come f'rom? Who had f'ired it? 
No one knows! This shot started the was between the Britis 
and the colonists. The year was 1775. 
vfuy were the colonists and the British here on Lex-
ing ton Green? Let us f'irst ask the British Major. 
'•Maj or, why did you march to Lexington? Those 
troublemakers, John Hancock and Samuel Adams,were telling 
the colonists not to do as the British said. This made 
General Gage, the leader of' the British troops, very angry. 
Then the General learned f'rom a spy that John Hancock and 
Sam Adams were hiding out in Lexington. He rushed me there 
to capture them. He wanted to hold them as prisoners. He 
hoped that with these two colonists out of' the way, the 
Americans would again do what the English King wanted. 
This same spy told General Gage that the Minutemen 
had secretly stored a lot of' gun powder at Concord. "He 
sent me to f'ind the powder and destroy it," said the spy. 
Now let us ask the Colonist Captain how the Minuteme 
happened to be at Lexing ton Green. 
"Captain, tell us the American side of' the story. It 
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"A s py told us the British plan. We were going to 
do everything we could to stop it from happening. There 
were two ways the British could g o from Boston to Le x ing ton 
and Concord. One was to march by land and the other was to 
cross the Char l es River by boats. A colonist spy was to 
put one lantern in the tower of the North Church if they 
were going by land and two if by water. Paul Revere and 
William Dawes were waiting for the signal. Finally , late at 
night on April 18, two lanterns were put up in the tower. 
Paul Revere and William Dawes quickly jumped on their hor-
ses. They went two different ways to warn the colonists 
and to help Han c ock and Adams escape. 
ttTel l me Captain, did the colonists ruin the British 
plan?" 
"Oh, ye s , they did," replied the Captain. You see, 
Paul Revere and William Dawes called the alarm to every 
colonist house along the way to Lexing ton. Minutemen 
(men who were ready to fi ght at a minute's notice) grabb ed 
their guns and ran out to wait for the Bri t ish. 
Adams an d Hanc ock were able to escape because the 
Minutemen were hid i n g in the bushe s. They attacked the 
British before they could har m Sam Adams or John Hancock. 
What a surprise this was for the British! 
When the f i rst shot was fired on Lexing ton Green, 
the British started to shout angril y at the Minutemen. Tre 
woul d not listen to orders to stop. After killing and 
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wounding some minutemen, the British proudly marched to 
Concord. At Concord they destroyed some gun powder. 
It was on the way back to Boston that they g ot 
another surprise! As they were marching along the road the 
were showered by bullets. Where were they coming from? 
Who was shoo ting at the British? They could not see. No 
one was there. Again, more bullets came. Run, run, the 
British screamed. Faster and faster the bullets came . 
Faster and faster the British flew across the road. 
Do you know where the minutemen were? They were 
hiding b ehind trees, houses, walls and fenc e s. Since it 
was dark and they couldn't be seen, the British could not 
fire back. They were very fri ghtened. 
By the t i me the British reached Boston, the y could 
hardly s tand up. Oh! The British Major was really an gry. 
Imag ine the well-trained British soldiers being beaten b y 
the colonists! Something must be done! War had be gun! 
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On top of Bunker Hill 
•• 
across the river from 
Boston you can see a tall monument. It stands 
very hi gh a gainst the open sky . Why is this 
monument there? 
Let us look back in time to the year 1775. It was 
summer time. The colonists had been fi ghting for the past 
year. They wanted the British t roops to leave Boston and to 
stop telling them what to do. 
Let's look at the two armies. 
They were well trained 
soldiers. 
They had many guns and 
cannons . 
They had lots of food 
and supplies. 
The y wore brigh t red 
uniforms . 
They were ready to 
meet the colonists. 
They were not well trained. 
They did not have many guns 
They did not have the righ 
supplies. 
They did not have uniforms. 
The y were not organized. 
(not in order) 
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News traveled to the colonists that the British 
troop s were planning to take over Bunker Hill. The colon-
ists d e cided to surprise the British by coming there first. 
During the ni ght Prescott led 
led the colonists toward Bunker 
Hill. 
Instead of staying on Bunker Hill, 
they marched to Breeds Hill. There 
was no way of going back unless the y 
went over the causeway . (Look at the 
map) The colonists were trapp ed on 
this small peninsula. (Land almost a 
surrounded by water) 
Quietly they built h i gh walls made 
of earth. From behind the walls the y 
would fire at the British. 
Early in the morning , the British 
found out that the colonists were on 
Breeds Hill. 
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-~The British planned to attac k 
om~e Boston side. The y first set 
to Charlestown. Hopefull y the smoke 
would hide them from the colonists. This 
did not work. A strong wind blew the 
smoke a way. As the British came closer 
someone yelled. "Fire." The Americans 
stood their ground. B~t the British went 
shore to replan their attack. 
General Howe was leading the 
British soldie rs. With fewer men he 
tried again to reach the colonists. The 
colonists met them with a flow of gun 
The noise from the guns filled 
This was the second attack. 
The British were not going to 
give up. The y g ot ready to atta ck a gain. 
At first they were held off by the Col-
onists. Then something happened. The 
colonists ran out of gun powder. What 
was g oing to happen? The colonists 
waited anxiously. The British sold i ers 
came c loser and closer. There was no way 
of holding them back. The y climbed over 
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the walls and fou ght with colonists. 
The fighting wen t on for a short 
while. Then the colonists tu~ned around 
and started to march back to the mainland . 
General Howe gave a command to stop fight-
ing. The battle was over. 
The British had won the battle, but 
over a thousand of their soldiers had been .. 




The time was winter o~ 1777-1778. 
The place was the colonist camp at Valley Forge. 
These letters were written by a colonist soldier to his 
~amily ~rom this camp. They tell about li~e at camp that 
winter. 
Dear Mother and Father, 
Valley Forge 
December, 1777 
General George Washington has brought the army to 
Valle y Forge ~or the winter. Valley Forge is about twenty 
miles away ~rom Philadelphia. There were no huts to live i 
when we came. Right away we were given orders to start 
building them. Trees had to be cut down. The log s were 
trimmed and dragged over the ~rozen ground to where the hut 
were being built. It was hard work. But I have good news! 
My ~riends and I ~inished o1i r hut ~irst. Each o~ us was 
given twelve dollars by the General, ~or being the ~irst 
ones. 
Now all the huts are ~inished. There is a ~ireplace 
in each one. This is not enough to keep us warm. Valley 
Forge is a very cold place. It is a high place among many 
hills. The wind whistles through the cracks o~ the hut. 
The show and rain also pour in through the cracks. We try 
to keep warm by huddling around the ~ire. At night it is 
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the coldest. We must sleep on straw mats on the cold rloor. 
Many or us do not even have blankets to cover ourselves. I 
hope it does n ot get much colder. 
Hello to everyone at home • . 





Oh! It has go tten colder. The faces, hands and fee 
or the soldiers are blue rrom the cold. Some men only have 
summer clothes with them. Everyone's clothing is wearing 
out. We are trying to keep warm with rags. Our sh oes have 
rallen apart rrom the snow and rain. You should see what 
we are using ror shoesl Some or us are using rag s. Others 
are using sacks. Still others are using their hats. The 
snow is covered with bloody root prints rrom the men's 
rrozen feet. 
I don't know how much more or this we can stand. 
Dear Mother, 
James 
Valley Forg e 
February, 1778 
I am dreaming or a bowl or hot soup, home made bread 
and a piece or hot apple pie. Food has run out here. The 
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men are crying from hunger. At first we did have vege-
tables, bread and even some meat. It is hard to get fresh 
food now . The vegetables and meat we had saved have spoile • 
Sometimes we catch a rabbit. It is not enough for everyone. 
Now all we eat is a small p iece of bread a day. 





Spring is coming. I will never for get this winter. 
Each morning, when I look arotmd, there seem to be less and 
less men. 
Many men have died from the cold and hunger. There 
are no medicines, no blankets and no food to give them. 
The hospital huts are f i lled with sick men. There is no-
thing to g ive them to make them well. 
Many soldiers have g iven up! They have g one back 
home. They don't believe we can win. I do think we can 
win! The colonies must have freedom from England . The 
generals drill us each day. Our guns are very rusty. Some 
can't even be used to shoot. 




Valle y Forge 
April, 1778 
Well , we made it! Winter is finall y over. Th e 
British have spent a good winter in Philadelphia. The y 
have lived in warm homes, worn wa rm clothes and eaten g ood 
food. They knew we had none of these thing s. The y thought 
we'd g ive up. Gol l y, were the y surp rised when we didn 't! 
Now the war is on a gain. The British had better be 
careful. We a re ready to fi ght. 
in a free land . 
I hope to see you soon. 







is an English Spy! 
No one could believe the news. There must be a 
mistake! But no, it was true. Benedict Arnold was g iving 
colonist secrets to the English. 
nwhy did he do this?" The colonists asked each other. 
It all goes back to the many dreams Benedict Arnold 
had of himself. 
Arnold had always wanted to be a ver y im-
portant person. He did not like to be told what to do. 
Often, when he couldn't get his way , he would get angry 
at George Washing ton. The coloni es had very little mone y 
to pay to their soldiers. Benedict Arnold d i d not like this 
He wanted more mon e y . 
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England was much stronger than the colonies. She 
had more soldiers and more supplies. It seemed that Bng-
land might win the war. Arnold thought about all this. 
He did not want to be on the losing side. For these 
reasons, he became an English spy. He hoped that with 
the English his dreams might come true. 
The colonists trusted Benedict Arnold. General 
George Washington thought he was a very good leader. 
That is why he let him be in charge of the colonist army at 
the camp at West Point, It was here that Arnold was dis-
covered as a spy. 
This is how it happened. The English secretly sent 
an order to Benedict Arnold. "We want West Point. Tell 
us how we can attack." The English sent a messenger to 
West Point to get this information. He came late one night 
by ship. While the mess enger was talking with Arnold, the 
English ship was found in the harbor. The colonist sol-
diers fired at it. Quickly the ship sailed away, leaving 
the messenge r at West Point. 
"Oh, no! n cried Arnold to the messenger. 'tThis is 
terrible. You must leave quickly or we will be discovered. 
You will have to ride on horseback to the English side. 
Put the secret papers into your boot.tt 
As the messenger was riding through the woods, he 
saw three men. They were dressed as Englishmen. 
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I' 
"Oh, g ood!" said the messenger to himself. 
are English. They will help me." 
"Stop~" shouted the men. 
''They 
"No, I can't!" called back the messenger. I have 
secrets for the English." 
"He's a spy~ Stop!'~ cried the men. nwe are co l -
onists dressed as Eng lishmen. You are our prisoner.n 
The messenger was hung as a spy. But Benedict 
Arnold escaped to the English . 
By joining the Eng lish, did Benedict Arnold's dream's 
come true? No, his dream's never came true. Benedic t 
Arnold went to England. He was very sorry for what he had 
done. Soon after, he became very sick. He died holding his 
colonist uniform in his hands. 
Benedict Arnold died being famous; not as a hero but 
as the first American traitor. 
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BATTLE OF YORKTOWN 
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This is a play about the last Battle of the American 
Revolution, It is called the Ba~tle_of _Io.!:_k!o~. Remember -
that the war started in the North (Boston). Now y ou will 
learn that it ended in the South (Virginia)~ 
The people in our play are: 
American so l dier X 
American soldier Y 
American soldier Z 
British soldier M 
British soldier N 
British soldier 0 
Cornwallis (British leader) 
Washington (American leader 
Lafayette (Frenchman who 
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The play also has a £O~n~n!a!o~. The co~entator 
will tell what is happening when the people in the play 










The play begins at a colonial campsite. The 
sun is rising. A young boy is running throu 
the camp yelling . "All up," "All up.u By 
listening to the soldiers we know how they 
lived. 
Why do we have to get up so early in the 
morning? 
We must get ready to fight. 
Come. The cooks are out by the fire making 
bread for us to eat. 
(Angry) If I have to eat breat one more day ! 
When are we going to get more food? 
We need clothing too. Mine is torn and dirty 
My boots have big holes in the bottom. We 
have walked so many miles. 
I want my pay. More than that, I want the w 
to be over. 
Let's go sit by the fire. It is so cold. 
Co~entator: The soldiers were very unhappy. The war 
was going badly. Man~ men had been killed. 
Many were cold and hungry . Some men did not 











The fire does not keep me warm any more . 
I joined the war for three years. Now I 
want to g o home. 
You can not go home until the war is over. 
Let's run away. 
Some of the soldiers did run away. They 
were call ed deserters. George Washington 
was very troubled about t h ese deserters. As 
he was thinking about what to do, a young 
news boy came running to him. 
Geor ge Washington's Headquarters 
(excited) A spy has been caught. He was 
carrying these papers. 
(surprised) Why these papers were written 
by Benedict Arnold. I will send a group of 
men to find him before he gets to the Br itish 
A traitor! Arnold is a traitor! 
Commentator: Washington and his men waited for the troops 
to return. It was raining out when they d id 
return. Arnold had gotten away. He was mfe 
on a British ship . Now that Washington knew 
about Arnold's plan, the British did no t 
att ack. The British leaders put Arnold in 
command of some of their troops. The y sent 
him to the South. Cornwallis, leader of the 









Back a t Washington's Headquarters 
I wi l l move the troops from New York to New 
Jersey. Along the way , we will p ick up more 
men at other camps. We must move towa rd the 
south. 
Who will lead the troop s? 
Lafyette will lead the troop s. He is a 
young Frenchman. The men like him very much. 
Also, the commander of the navy plans to 
help us fi ght the British at sea. 
The French can stop the British from sending 
supplies to the troops on land. 
These are our p lans. 
will attack by land. 
b y sea. 
Two group s of soldiers 
Two others will attack 
Commentator: The Amer icans help ed b y the French did attack 
the Br itish. Many soldiers were wounded . In 
the British camps men were tire d and sick. 
No one was coming to help t h em. The British 
leader, Cornwallis, knew what he must do. 
Cornwallis: (thinking to himself) I will send a letter 
t o V.Jash ing ton. The British will not fight 
anymore. 
Commentator: In thr e e months, the British were speaking a ~ 
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bout peace. The war was over. The Battle or 
Yorktown was the last battle. 
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DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 
It was the Fourth of July. Candy came running down 
the stairs. As she passed the dining room, she stopped 
suddenly. What was that on the table? ~my it is a beaut i-
ful cake with HAPPY BIRTHDAY written on it. Whose birthday 
is it? Mother's birthday is in November. Dad's is in Marc 
and Little Brother Joe's is in April. She thought a moment. 
I kno~ It is the Birthday of the United States of America. 
When Candy's mother came into the room, she showed 
her the cake. Mother was so surp rised. Where had the cake 
come from? They asked Dad and Brother Joe, but no one knew. 
Candy looked at the cake. Then she turned to her 
Mother and said, "Today is a very sp e cial day." 
Dad came into the room and asked, "Do you think that 
Grandpa knows how the cake got here?" 
"Let's call him," said JVIother. 
The y called Grandpa , but he was ndhome. Brother 
Joe was not interested in who brought the cake. All he 
wanted to do was to €19.t · it . 
Candy got ver y angr y at him. "We must wait until 
we know where it came from. 
11Why is this such a special day ," asked Brother Joe. 
Candy answered, aMany years a g o, when our country 
was young, she had p~oblems with En gland. Th e King, George 
I II , and his minister made the colonists p a y unfair taxes." 
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Hother added, "The colonists did not want to pay 
these taxes because they had no say in England's govern-
ment." 
Candy continued, nThe people were very angry. 'I'hey 
wanted independence. I think that it was Richard Henry Lee 
who stood up in Congress and said that the colonists should 
be free and independent states. Yes, that is right. I re-
member the teacher telling us about Lee in social studies." 
Little Joe asked, 11Did all the colonists wan t to 
be free from England? Did they want their own g overnment '?" 
11 Not all of the colonists wanted independence," 
said Candy. Some wer~ afraid that it was not the right thi 
to do. England was still their country and George III thei 
king . These people felt that England was unfair, but they 
did not want to build their own government." 
Mother added, "Congress decided that they would cho se 
a committee to discuss the problem of independence. 11 
"I remember, 11 said Candy, "Congress met in Philadel 
phia. That tall read headed man from Virginia took all of 
the ideas and put them into writing ." 
Li t t le Joe looked up, 11 His name was Thomas Jefferso 11 
Mother patted Joe on the head and added that Jeffer 
son was a young lawyer. He was not sure if he should write 
the declaration. He asked John Adams from r1assachusetts to 
help him. John though t that Jefferson could do the job bes , 
alone. 
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Candy added, "Thomas worked very hard. When he was 
fin ished, he brought the document before Congress. Most of 
them were ver y pleased ." 
11Did you know, 11 said Mother, tthat the declaration is 
divided into two parts . The first part is the Preamble. I 
this part it is written that all men are created equal: tha 
they are endowed by their creator with certain inal ienable 
rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit 
of happiness. n 
Mo ther winked at Candy and said, 11 I remember that 
from my class many years ago." 
Candy laughed. Then she said, 11 In the second part 
of the declaration are listed all of the reasons that the 
colonists were angry at England ." 
Little Joe asked, 11 \.fuen the Declaration of Inde-
pendence was finished were the colonists happy? " 
Candy answered, 1~es, when it was read to the pe op l 
they shouted with happiness. All the bells in the tovms we 
ringing. People danced around with joy. 11 
As Candy continued, Floppy, their big black and 
white dog, came running into the house . He was running so 
fast that he smashed into the t able. 
"Oh no! 11 shouted Candy. 
11 0h yes !" yelled i'1other. 
The beautiful cake fell right on top of Floppy. 
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He was now black, white, pink and green . 
Little Joe began to cry . Moth er and Candy started 
to clean up the mess. Candy picked up a p iece of cake and 
found something in the middle. 
he said. 
11 Look! \rnat is this?" she shouted. 
Little Joe stopped crying. "It's a piece of paper," 
Candy opened the note and read: 
Dear Children, 
Happy F'ourth of July. I hope that when you cut 
into the cake and find this note, you will think 
about the day our country was born . It is a very 
special day. 




CHAPTER I V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
PURPOSE: The purpose of this thesis was to build orig inal 
supplementary materi als of hi gh interest for the slo1r1 reade r 
in t he lower intermediate grades. 
HATERJALS : The materials pertain specifi cally to the Amer-
ican Revolution with emphasis u p on the New En gland area. 
Ninete en stories were prepared for use as supp lementary 
reading material for a unit on the Revolutionary War as 
taught in the fourth grade. These simp lified materials 
g o be yond the text to bring enrichment which is often l ackin 
Classification of the stories was made in terms of 
events, colonial leaders, and s pec ialized areas of interest. 
PRESENTATION OF MA TERIALS : The stories were admin-
istere d to a heterogeneously grouped fourth grade class in 
the Everett School System. ~There were thirty children; 
fourteen g irls and sixteen boy s. 
Thi s c lass was divided into t hre e reading groups in 
accordance with the results of p eriodical classroom tests in 









The grouping was as follows: 






The storie s were introduced to the v-rhole class i n 
correlation with the above described gr oup s. The decision 
to pre sen t the stories to the entire class rather than to a 
select e d group of slow readers is two fold: 
A. The inac cessibility of a l a r ge number of s l v 
readers enga ge d in a study of the Revolutionary 
1;'Jar era. 
B. ~he p ossible value of the stories as supplementar y 
material for those children not handicapp e d b y a 
reading disability. Notation was made of vocab-
ulary, story len~th and interest level. 
The stories were g iven to each group in correlation 
with an on- going unit on the Revolutionary \'Var period. 
Previous to the introduction of the stories, the te x tbook, 
Our Ame rica by Herbert Townsend represented the sole source 
of material. 
SUMMARY EVALUATION: Each story was presen ted to the childre 
to read silently. Up on com letion of the reading, the 
children were asked to evaluat~ the selection on an Individ-




INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION SHEET 
Name __ _ _ - - -
Group ____ -- -
Story ___ - - - -
I Words not known 
' '· ( 
II How did you like the story? (check the block) 
~ery interesting interesting fairly interesting 
III Did you think the story was 
very long long just ri ght short 
not at all interesting 
too s h ort 
():) 
\Jl. 
TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF The Schools of Colonial New England 
Gr_S?.UE. 1. 
I Words not known (none) 
II Liking for Stor~ 
very interesting ( 6) 
interesting ( 2) 
fairly interesting ( l) 
not interesting 


































• - e 
TOTAL CLAS S EVALUATI ON OF Reli g ion in Colonia l New England 
-·· Gr.£UE_ _f Gr_QUJ?. _!I Qr_QU£ 1_I_! 
I Words not lrn.own Sabbath Sabbath Sabbath 
benches benches 
pinched pinched 








II Liking for StorY-
very interesting (4) ( 6) 
interesting ( 5) ( 6) ( 7 ) 
fairly interesting ( 1) ( l ) 
not interesting 
III Leng th of Story 
very long 
(l) long (1) just right ( 6) (13) ( 5) 




TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF The Workers of Colonial New En g land 
Group I 
I W~rds not known postrider 
silversmith 
tinker 
II Liking for Story 
















( 4) ( 5) ( 4) 
( 4) 
( 7) 

















TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF The Colonial People Made Many Thing s 
Q_rQup_ .! 
I Words not known (none) 
II Liking for Story 
very interesting (4) 
interesting (4) 
fairly interesting (l) 
not interesting 





















( 3 ) 
(5) 




TOTAL CLASS EVALUATI ON OF Clothing 
Grou:e_ _! 
I Words not knm-m tomahawk 
II Liking for Story 
very interesting (4) 
interesting (4) 
fairly interesting (l) 
not interesting 
III Length of Stor y 
very long 
long 






























TOTAL C:LASS EVALUATION OF The Boston Tea Party 
Qr~ui?_ _! 
I Words not known (none) 
II Liking for Story 




III Len g th of Story 






( 7 ) 
Gr~u_E _! I 





















anxious l ~y ( 4} 












TOTAL CLASS EVALUA~ION OF Patrick Henry 
I 
Gr_QUE_ I 
I Words not knm...rn correspondence 
continental 
legislature 
II Liking for Story 




" III Length of Story 
very long 
long 












( 1) ( 4) 
( 6) 















TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF Thomas Paine and Coilli'tlon Sense 
I Words not known 
Q:_r~u:e_ .!_ 
(none) 
II Liking for Story 




III Leng th of Stor;z 
very long 
long 


























TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF Sam Adams 
Gr~UE_ l_ 
I Words n o t known 
II Liking for Story 
very interesting 
interesting 
f a irly inte resting 
not interesting 
III Length of Story 
ver y long 
long 




( 3 ) 
( 5 ) 
( 1) 
( 2) 
( 6 ) 
( 1) 
Gr_£UE_ ]} Gr oun I I I __ ..._ __ 
committee s corr esp ondence 
correspondence (3 ) continental 
Dec laration ( 2 ) 
Independence 
(3) 
(6) ( 4) 
( 2) 
( 5) 
( 6 ) 
( 5) 
( 1 ) 
( 2 ) ( 4) 
.._() 
+="" 
TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF The First Continental Congress 
Qr~u.E. _! 
I Words not known Declaration 
grievances 
II Liking for Story 
very interesting 
interesting 
fairly intere sting 
not interesting 





too shor t 
(2) 
(6) 
( l ) 
( l) 
( 7 ) 
( l) 
Qr~U£ _!I 










( l ) 
Qr~up li_! 
Declaration (5 ) 
disobeyed (2) 
grievances (2) 








( 8 ) 
....0 
\Jl. 
TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF The Second Continental Congress 
Gr_£UP _! 
I 1tJords not knovm Convention 
Continental 




fairl y interesting 
not interesting 









( 1 ) 
( 2) 








( 2 ) 
Gr_£U£ _!I_! 













( 3 ) ( 4) 
...0 
0" 
TOTAL CLAS~ EVALUATION OF Ben Franklin 
Grou.12.. I 
I Words not known (none) 
II Likin~ for Storl 































TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF Georg e Washing ton 
GrQUE. 1. 
I Words not known 













( 1 ) 
( 2) 











( 3 ) 
( 1) 
( 7 ) 
...0 
co 
TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF Lexington and Concord 










Leng th of Stor;y 
very long 
long 






































TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF The Battle of Bunker Hill 
GrQ_UJ2. _! 









III Length of story 
very long 
long 





( 1 ) 
( 7) 
( 1 ) 
Q:rs:uE. _!I 
anxious l y (6 ) 
peninsula (2) 
(10) 
(3 ', ) 
(11) 
( 2 ) 










TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF Valley Forge 
I 1tlords not known 






( 3 ) 
fairly interesting 
not interesting 
III Length of story 
very long (2) 
long ( l) 
just right ( 6) 
short 
too short 




( l ) 
( 3 ) ( 5) 
( 3 ) 
Qr_£U£ _li_l 
trimmed ( 2) 




( l ) 




TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF Benedict Arn old 
I Words not known 
II Liking for story 
I I I 
very interesting 
interesting 
fairl y interesting 
not interesting 
Leng th of story 
very long 
long 







( 2) ( 5) 
( 2) 
Qr~p _!I 








( ~- ) 
( l) 
Gr~up 1_Il 
a t tack 
information f2' ) 













T01,AL CLASS EVALUA'ri ON OF The Battle of Yorktown 
.Q-_r_£U£ 1. Qr_S?.UE. li _G£_o~p_I_!I 
Words not known commentator commentator (4) commentator 
deserters deserters traitor 
traitor 
campsite 
Liking for Stor;r: 
very interesting (4) (4) ( 3) 




Length of Stor;y 
very long ( 1 ) 
long ( 1) ( 3) ( 1) 
just right ( 7 ) ( 5) ( 7) 






TOTAL CLASS EVALUATION OF 'l1he Declaration of Independence 
I Words not Y~own 














































WORDS NOT KNOWN: The choice or vocabulary was in gen-
eraL~propriate for a l l group s. Basically , the level was 
satisfactory because these stories wer e further i n t e n de d as 
a learning experience. The fre quenc y of unknovm words was 
low. With t he exception of a few minor alterations, i n volve 
word chang e wa s not felt to be warran te d by t he au t hors. 
INTEREST: The stor ie s were enthusiastically rec eived 
by the children . 'rhere was a s p ontaneous r equest for more 
s tor ies . The children were fascinated b y the mor e in t i mate 
accounts of the p eople, p l aces and events of the time. Such 
detailed information is of ten l acking in t he basi c t e x ts . 
The c las sroom situati on v e rified the fact t ha t the us e or 
such devices as riddles , diagrams, p ictures and pe rsonifi-
cation is beneficial. 
LENG TI-1 : The chi l dren 's comments on the ma j ority or 
stori es suggest that the leng th lrJas "just ri ght." There 
we re some instance s, however, where the story line did not 
move rap idly enough to h old t h e attention of all t he ch il-
dren; par t icularly t he children h andi capped by a reading 
problem . 
LIMJC['ATIONS OF' THE EVALUATION: There is a te·ndenc y of the 
childr en to give a favorab l e r a ting to material that i s 
thou ght to be prepared by their tea ehe r. 'rhis subjective 
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evaluation is caused by a desire to p lease. All attempts to 
dispel . this i dea met with failure . It mu s t also b e taken 
into consideration that t h e children, espe cially the slower 
readers for whom these stories were orig inally intendeq, were 
not alway s a ware o~ or willing to admi~ lack of vocabulary 
knowledge. There fore, we do not know if we were alway s p ro-
vided with accurate information regarding vocabulary level. 
Perhaps this same subjective influence also oervaded the 
children ' s evaluation of interest dep th and story l eng th. 
SUGGES TIONS FOR FURTHER E) '_rUDY : 
1. Detailed study guides may be built on these orig inal 
stories for the low achievers. 
2 . The mi ddle achievers may use th e stories with or 
without study guides depending on their needs. The 
stories may be used as supp lementary enrichment ma-
terial in conjunction with the textbook . 
J . The hi gh achievers may use these stories as supp le-
mentary and enrichment material with their textbook. 
4. These stories could serve as a ste pping -s tone from 
which other rela ted materials are developed. 
5. Audio-vis ual materials such as mag az i nes, books, 
film strips, tape s and r e cords ma y be used wi th the 
stories to further illustrate concepts and events. 
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These a re only a few suggestions for use of the 
stories -..Ji thin the classroom. The de gree to which any of 
these ideas are implemented or elaborated upon should be 
determined by the classroom teacher according to the needs 
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